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Forthcoming special issues
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS publishes special issues on certain topics or
specially-selected, peer-reviewed articles from international conferences. The list
below shows special issues currently in preparation. For further details please
contact the Publications Office at editor@rutcor.rutgers.edu.
Discrete Mathematics Forthcoming Special Issues Status as of December 2004
Guest Editors: K.T. Arasu, W. de Launey and D.G. Sarvate
In Honor of Jennifer Seberry on Her 60th Birthday
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: D. Archdeacon, G.O.H. Katona and J.H. Kwak
2002 Korea—Hungary Joint Workshop on Combinatorics and The 2002 Com2MaC
Conference on Graphs and Combinatorics
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: S. Bang, M. Hirasaka, H.-K. Kim, J. Koolen and S. Song
Com2MaC Conference [from 2004]
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: A. Berry, J.R.S. Blair and G. Simonet
Minimal Separation
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: A. Blokhuis, J. Hirshfeld, D. Jungnickel and J.A. Thas
Finite Geometries Conference 2003
Status: Volume in production
Guest Editors: R.A. Brualdi, S. Hedayat, H. Kharaghani, R. Koshrovshahi and S.
Shahriari
International Workshop on Combinatorics, Linear Algebra, and Graph Theory
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: D.K.R. Chaudhury, A.R. Rao and B. Roy
R.C. Bose Centennial Symposium on Discrete Mathematics and Applications
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
0012-365X/04/$ - see front matter
doi:10.1016/S0012-365X(05)00031-2
Guest Editor: K. Edwards
20th British Combinatorial Conference
Status: Conference to be held in 2005
Guest Editors: S. Eliahou, I. Gittler and J. Nesetril
Structural Combinatorics–Selected Papers from the ACCOTA Meetings
Status: Volume in production
Guest Editors: O. Foda and A.J. Guttmann
14th Conference on Formal Power Series and Algebraic Combinatorics (FPSAC’02)
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: Z. Furedi, E. Gyori, J. Pach and A. Sali
Extremal Graph Theory Conference - Dedicated to the 60th Birthday of Miki
Simonovits
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: M. Gionfriddo, C. Lindner, G. Lunardon and A. Rosa
Combinatorics ‘04
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: G. Hahn, P. Ille and S. Thomass !e
In Honor of Roland Fraisse on His 80th Birthday
Status: In production, to appear in Volume 291
Guest Editors: M. Hornak and S. Jendrol
Cycles and Colourings 2003
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: B. Jackson, G. Korchmaros, G. Lunardon and T. Szonyi
Combinatorics 2002
Status: Volume in production
Guest Editors: R. Kalinowski and M. Meszka
Fourth Krakow Conference on Graph Theory ‘‘Czorsztyn ‘02’’
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: R. Kaschek and U. Knauer
Graph Asymmetries
Status: Submission open, see http://wga.massey.ac.nz/wga05/ for more information
Guest Editors: H. Kharaghani and A. Rosa
Conference on Graph Theory of Brian Alspach on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
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Guest Editor: J. Nesetril
EuroComb ‘03
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editors: J. Shao and H. Shen
4th Shanghai Conference on Combinatorics
Status: Submission closed; papers under review
Guest Editor: D. Woodall
Associate Guest Editors: F. Bell, K. Edwards, T. Griggs and S. Perkins
19th British Combinatoraial Conference
Status: Volume in production
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